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Optimization of Robot Placement

Background

Robots have yet to make an entrance into many industries (outside mass-manufacturing)
and the service sector. A major hurdle to their widespread adoption is the complexity of
their deployment, requiring costly specialists for every new task one wants to automate. We
envision simple tools which help to choose the right robot and its programming given a task
and environment specification.

Description

Within this broader goal you will help us to extend our set of benchmark tasks that are
representative of real-world robotic tasks (crok.cps.in.tum.de). Based upon these tasks
you develop algorithms to optimize the placement of robotic arms. For each task in the
benchmark set you will need to define possible placements of the robot’s base respecting
obstacles in the environment, but also considering them as places where our lightweight arm
may be attached to.

Given all the possible placements you will have to find the optimal placement for the robot
with a cost function tailored to the problem to automate. This involves different trade-offs,
e.g., between cycle times, energy usage, and robot cost.

A machine tending task with possible placements for the robot’s base within the green box.

Tasks

• Literature review on optimal robot placement

• Familiarize yourself with the modular robot toolbox

• Build (randomized) factory environments and robotic tasks as a benchmark

• Implement optimization strategies for the placement of the robot
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